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THE PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT CERTIFICATION PROCESS:

THE SARBANES-OXLEY FOR THE PUBLIC SECTOR

Each periodic report...shall be accompanied by a written statement by the chief

executive officer and chief financial officer...  The statement...shall certify that

the periodic report...fully complies with the requirements...

   – Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002

With respect to the collection of information and the control of paperwork, each

agency shall...certify (and provide a record supporting such certification...

   – The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995

I. Issues

    < Certification is a basic process for ensuring accountability.

    < GAO has determined that agency Chief Information Officers (CIOs) are largely violating the
Paperwork Reduction Act’s (PRA’s) certification requirements.

    < Accountability and enforceability are central to any effective management system.

II. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act’s Dual Certification Requirement

    < The Sarbanes-Oxley Act requires that corporate financial reports be certified by both the Chief
Executive Officer and the Chief Financial Officer of the company.  The certification process is
so essential to the Act that the legislation contains two separate certification provisions, one
enacted through SEC regulations and one directly promulgated by the law.1

   < The certifications attest that the company’s reports are fully compliant with applicable legal
requirements and “that information contained in the periodic report fairly presents, in all material
respects, the financial condition and results of operations of the issuer.”2

    < Thus, there are two key aspects to the Sarbanes-Oxley certifications:

    1. Formal compliance with specific statutory requirements; and

    2. Over and above such compliance, that the publicly disseminated reports fairly and
completely presents information.
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    < The Act’s requirements that; 1)  certified reports  “not contain any untrue statement of a material
fact or omit to state a material fact...”3 and 2) the SEC issue rules requiring companies to disclose
whether they have a process for ensuring the “full, fair, accurate, timely, and understandable
disclosure in the periodic reports...”4 incorporate principles that are the basis of the standards in
the Information Quality Act.5

    < The statute imposes harsh criminal penalties on officials who knowingly certify a report that
“does not comport with all the requirements”6 set forth in the Act; up to twenty years in prison
and a $5,000,000 fine.

III. Why the Sarbanes-Oxley Act Requires Certification of Financial Reports

    < “It reasonable to expect that corporate officers stand behind the company’s public disclosure and
be subject to sanction should they violate that certification.”7

    < There is the need “to give legislative teeth to a number of the recommendations that President
Bush called for...requiring the CEO and CFO to personally vouch for and certify to the veracity,
fairness of their company’s public disclosures, including their financial statements and
certification that certain internal control procedures are in place...”8

    < The Chairman of the SEC explained that “New requirements coming out of the Act, such as the
personal certification by CEO’s and CFO’s of their companies’ financial disclosures...will
strengthen companies in the long-run if they focus on the underlying intent of the Act rather than
on mere compliance.”9
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    < The Chairman of a small to mid-size company testified that “The certification process has been
a disciplining process for executives...and that disciplining process has filtered down to others
within the company who report to them. From the board’s perspective, it has provided us with
additional comfort as to our ability to rely on management’s representations...”10

    < Thus, the function of an enforceable certification requirement is to:

    1. Establish personal accountability for the quality of an organization’s information
disseminations; and

    2. Strengthen the organization itself.

IV. The Paperwork Reduction Act’s Dual Certification Requirement

    < The PRA requires that information collection requests (ICRs) be certified as complying with a
set of statutory requirements.  The certification process is so essential to the Act that the
legislation contains two separate certification provisions, one requiring certification and
documentation that the proposed ICR complies with all applicable requirements11 and one
directly prohibiting an agency from conducting or sponsoring a collection of information unless
they have provided the required certification to the Office of Management and Budget (OMB).12

   < The PRA certification attests that an official “sufficiently independent of program responsibility
to evaluate fairly whether proposed collections of information should be approved”13 has
reviewed the proposed collection of information and determined that it complies with 10 specific
PRA requirements.

   < In addition to the 10 certifications required by the PRA, OMB has also stated that they “will
approve only those information collections that are likely to obtain data that will comply with
the OMB and agency information quality guidelines.”14
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    < Thus, there are two key aspects to the PRA certifications:

    1. Formal compliance with statutory requirements; and

    2. A fair evaluation by an independent official as to the agency’s compliance.

    < The PRA requirements for certification of a fair and independent compliance assessment
parallels requirements in the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and other securities laws.

    < The PRA differs significantly from Sarbanes-Oxley in that the PRA does not contain an explicit
judicially reviewable enforcement mechanism.

V. Agency CIOs Are Not Complying with The Paperwork Reduction Act Certification

Requirements

    < The PRA certification process is “aimed at helping to achieve the goals of minimizing burden
while maximizing utility” of information collections.15

    < Despite the importance of the certification process to achieving the PRA’s goals, there is
widespread non-compliance with the process across government agencies.

    < GAO testified before Congress that their review “of 12 case studies showed that CIOs
provided...certifications despite often missing or inadequate support...  Further, although the law
requires CIOs to provide support for certifications, agency files contained little evidence that CIO
reviewers had made efforts to improve the support offered by program offices.”16

    < CIO certifications are often merely pro forma, completely lacking in substance.  For example
GAO noted that the assertion from one agency that “We have attempted to eliminate duplication
within the agency wherever possible” provided “no information on what efforts were made to
identify duplication or perspective on why similar information, if any, could not be used. Further,
the files contained no evidence that the CIO reviewers challenged the adequacy of this support
or provided support of their own to justify their certification.”17
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    < The problems GAO found were so severe that “none of the case examples contained support that
addressed how the agency ensured that the collection was the least burdensome necessary.”18

    < The failure of CIOs to carry though on their PRA responsibilities is not a mere technicality.  As
GAO explained, “Because these reviews were not rigorous, OMB, the agency, and the public
have reduced assurance that the standards in the act—such as avoiding duplication and
minimizing burden—were consistently met.”19

    < GAO found what could politely be described as a lackadaisical attitude toward the PRA
requirements by agency officials.  As they informed Congress, “agency reviewers told us that
management assigns a relatively low priority and few resources to reviewing information
collections. ... reviewers often have insufficient leverage with program offices to encourage them
to improve their justifications.”20

VI. Conclusions

    < The Sarbanes-Oxley and PRA certification requirements are public and private sector
counterparts; the primary difference being that the PRA lacks a credible enforcement mechanism.

    < Failure of agency CIOs to take their PRA duties seriously coupled with a lack of leverage by
responsible officials and the absence of private-sector enforcement capabilities have effectively
gutted much of the PRA leading to a waste of public and private resources.

    < The enforceable management accountability systems that are good for corporate America are
good for federal agencies.

VII. Recommendations

    < PRA certifications should be made enforceable at law.

    < The PRA certifications should be updated to include existing information quality standards.


